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Abstract –A text to speech system (TTS) converts normal
language text into speech. An intelligible system allows people
with visual impairments or reading disabilities to listen to
written works. The proposed system has been the hardware
solution for synthesizing speech thus enabling access to digital
content in voice mode. Our project has been categorized into
two, image processing and speech processing. The main
objective is to provide operands recognised as alphabets and
numbers using a camera, followed by segmentation and feature
extraction in Matlab. The text is sent to the DSP processor
TMS320C6713 which synthesizes the data, disintegrates into
allophones and provides a voice output of the input text after
image processing.
Keywords – TTS, Segmentation, Template Matching, Speech
Synthesis, DSP TMS320C6713 Kit

I.

Rest of the paper is organised as follows: section II deals with
the architecture of the TTS system, section III deals with the
principle of the steps in the TTS system, section IV describes
the methodology followed by algorithm in section V, future
prospects are discussed in section VI and finally conclusion
of the paper is presented in section VII.
II.

ARCHITECTURE OF TTS

The TTS system consists of 5 fundamental components [13]
A. Text Analysis and Extraction
B. Text Detection
C. Phonetic Analysis
D. Prosodic Modelling and Intonation
E. Acoustic Processing

INTRODUCTION

Text to speech is a process through which text is rendered as
digital audio and then spoken. A text to speech synthesizer is
a computer based system that can read text aloud
automatically, regardless of whether the text is introduced by
a computer input stream or a scanned input submitted. A
speech synthesizer can be implemented by both hardware and
software. A rapid improvement has been made in this field
over the couple of decades and lot of high quality TTS
systems are available for commercial use. [14]
As there are number of research prototypes of TTS [5]
systems developed and none was compared with the
commercial grade TTS systems for quality. The main reason
is that it needs improvisation in collaboration between
linguistics and technologists. Text to speech should be
efficient to communicate information to the user, when
digital audio recordings are inadequate, for developing a user
friendly speech synthesizer. In this way the system widely
helps in developing a Computer-Human interaction likevoice annotations to files, Speech enabled applications,
talking computer systems (GPS, Phone-based) etc. [16]
Our Text to Speech converter accepts a string of 36
characters of text (alphabets and/or numbers) as input. In this
we have taken the images of printed content of text and
performed various steps of image processing. The objective is
to recognize the text and graphics contents in the images and
extract the intended information as human would. Character
extraction is the extraction of characters from document
images and analysis of the same. It is one of the key tasks of
document image analysis involving denoising, segmentation,
feature extraction and template matching. [15]

Fig.1 System overview of TTS

Thus in this way the input text is passed through these phases
to obtain the speech as an output.
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III.

PRIINCIPLE

A. Text
T Analysis and
a Extraction
Thee Text Analysiis part is pre-pprocessing partt which analysse
the input text. Thhe input imagee can be colouur or gray scalle
imaage [4]. The prroposed filter decomposes innput image intto
seveeral sub imagges based on the size of the characterss.
Extrraction processsing includes three
t
steps – feeature emphasiss,
charracter extractioon and noise reduction.
r
In feeature emphasiis
[11]] step, among various filterss like Gaussiann, Laplacian of
o
Gau
ussian filters, Gaussian fiilter is used to emphasizze
charracter featuress in sub images and removves most of thhe
noisse.
Tex
xt extraction [66] is done in ord
der to speed up
p the data entryy.
This paper aims at
a performing filtering of thhe taken imagees
ough camera followed
f
by texxt extraction and
a localizatioon
thro
thro
ough segmentaation and otheer morphologiical techniquess.
This paper descrribes the edg
ge based techhnique for texxt
deteection. Edge based methoods focus on high contrasst
betw
ween the text and
a the backgro
ound and the edges
e
of the texxt
bouundary are idenntified and merged. [1], [2]
B. Text
T Detection
Tex
xt detection is done under th
he heading tem
mplate matchinng
inclluding the foormation of the template database [3].
Mattching is basedd on polygon matching, form
mation of chaiin
cod
des or segmentting each charaacter based onn the number of
o
pixeels assigned foor each alphabeet.

The conccatenation of ppre-recorded human
h
voice is called
Concatenaative synthesiss. In this proceess a database is
i needed
having alll the pre-recordded words.
B. Form
mant Synthesis
Formant-ssynthesized speeech can be coonstantly intelligible. It
does not have
h
any databaase of speech samples.
s
C. Articuulatory Syntheesis
Speech orrgans are callled Articulatorrs. In this artticulatory
synthesis techniques
t
for synthesizing speech
s
based oon models
of the hum
man vocal tracct are to be deeveloped. It prroduces a
complete synthetic outpuut. [13]
V.
IV

OGY
METHODOLO

In this paper
p
the caamera-capturedd document image
i
is
consideredd as the input. The documennt image may consist
c
of
alphabets and numerals.. First step is to
t read the inpput image
that is the scanned or caamera capturedd. The capturedd image is
c
then the image is cconverted
loaded as the input. If coloured
B to binary inn the pre-proccessing stage called as
from RGB
binarizatioon and then thhe background is removed. The
T image
resulting from the scannning process may contain a certain
o noise and hence, pre-pprocessing is required.
amount of
Gaussian filter is used foor the same.
The relevvant informatioon about the characters is extracted
from the pre-processedd image using
g erosion andd dilation
orphological teechniques and
d segmentationn is done.
related mo
The imagges of A to Z and numerals 0 to 9 arre set as
templates.. They are resizzed to the dimeensions of the extracted
characterss and templatee matching is done. The maatching is
done on the basis of boundary dettection. Thus, polygon
detection is used. The chharacters in thhe template are assigned
particular polygons and then they are matched
m
accorddingly.

Fig.2 Samples of Template

C. Phonetic
P
Analyysis
Pho
onetic Analysiss converts thee orthographicaal symbols intto
pho
onological oness using a phoneetic alphabet, basically
b
know
wn
as “grapheme-to-p
“
phoneme” conv
version. Phonee is a sound thaat
has definite shape as a sound wave. Phone is the smallesst
sounnd unit. A coollection of ph
hones that connstitute minimaal
disttinctive phonettic units are callled Phoneme. [17]
D. Prosodic
P
Modeelling and Intonnation
Thee concept of prrosody is the combination
c
of stress patternn,
rhytthm and intonnation in a speeech. The prossodic modellinng
desccribes the sppeaker’s emotiion. Intonationn is simply a
variiation of speechh while speakiing.
E. Acoustic
A
Proceessing
Thee speech willl be spoken
n according to the voicce
charracteristics of a person, therre are three tyype of Acoustiic
synthesing availabble.
A. Concatenativee Synthesis
F
Fig.3
Methodologyy
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DSP TMS320C6713DSK [10] is used for the speech [8]
processing part. Phoneme database is created by recording of
every alphabets and numerals called phones and converting it
into a wave file [9]. The speech waveform is converted to a
type of parametric representation for further analysis and
processing. This is referred to as the signal-processing front
end ** followed by the matching of the template. The
matched waveform is identified and the particular file is read
aloud through the DSP. Sound drivers are also used to
amplify the sound and the audio is obtained as output.
V.

ALGORITHM

Polygons for various characters are set and then compared
with the extracted character. Maximum matched character is
finally identified.
B. Speech Processing
In this paper the processed image is matched with the
phoneme database. Phoneme database is created by recording
each of the characters and then converting it to wave file. The
MFCCs [18] are calculated from the waveforms which are
used for matching. Matching is done by finding out the
Euclidean distance between the input signals and the voice
signals in the database. Finally, audio output is obtained.

A. Image Processing
In this paper, the captured image is filtered initially before
processing the image to remove the noise present in the
image. 3*3 Gaussian filter is used for this purpose.
Gaussian will have function as follows:
H (m, n) =
3*3 mask is given by:

,

1 2 1
2 4 2
1 2 1

The filtered image is dilated and eroded for further
enhancement. Dilation [3] is a process in which the binary
image is expanded from its original shape using a structuring
element. The dilation operation is defined by

X

A = {z| [(Â)z

Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) methods are used in speech
coding, speech synthesis, speech recognition, speaker
recognition and verification and for speech storage. They
provide extremely accurate estimates of speech parameters.

X]

Where (Â)z = the image A rotated about origin.

Erosion [3] is a counter process of dilation. If dilation
enlarges image then erosion shrinks the image. The way
image is shrunk is determined by the structuring element. The
erosion operation is defined by
X A = {z| (A)z X}
Where (A)z = the image A rotated about origin

Representation techniques are used for the templates so that
matching can be made more reliable. The representation
technique used in this paper is Polygon Approximation.

VI.

FUTURE WORK

Direct reading of text from binary image or colour image is a
challenging task [7] because of the complex background or
degradations introduced during the scanning of a paper
document. In this paper a simple solution is presented based
on dilation and erosion. In the future, the proposed work can
be enhanced by increasing the database to contain alphabets,
numbers of any font style, font size and making friendlier by
including different handwritten styles. However the one
disadvantage of having both numbers and alphabets in the
database is the possibility of misinterpretation of digits
having similar features. This can be overcome by improving
the morphological techniques used.
Even more variation under the part of prosodic modelling and
intonation can be done in the TTS system. Prosody is the
combination of stress pattern, rhythm and intonation in a
speech. Thus by introducing prosodic modelling speaker’s
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emotions can also be given equal priority and in turn use of
TTS systems will increase drastically.
Finally, the system can be enhanced to be able to read a book
as efficiently as it is doing with few alphabets and numerals.
For reading a book, equipment must be made in such a way
that it is able to turn the page and go to the next page and
start reading the text.

VII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a simpler and easy to implement technique is
used to extract and localize the captured image through
MATLAB. The method adopted can read the characters from
camera captured efficiently with good accuracy. The TTS [5]
system prepared also serves to be portable and handy for
many. This system also proves to be cost-effective. Finally,
all related methods given in references are analysed and the
drawbacks are reduced [3] and thereby getting an improved
version of the previous works.
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